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Ms. Coulter was training physicians and consulting in homeopathy for over 20 years. She writes with elegance, charm and a lively appreciation of the arts, which illuminates her own clinical experience.

George Vithoulkas was born in Athens in 1932. He is married and lives on the island of Alonissos, Greece. He started studying homeopathy in South Africa in 1960 and he continued his studies in India in various homeopathic colleges. George Vithoulkas has been teaching Classical Homeopathy since 1967.

The Diaries Of A Stubborn Homeopath
ISBN: 978-93-808-1341-7
Price: ₹ 500.00
€ 19.95
$ 26.95
Banerji, Prasanta

The Banerji Protocol
Price: ₹ 1400.00
€ 93.50
$ 125.95
Banerji, Prasanta

Dr. Prasanta Banerji inculcated the same prescription form as introduced by his father Dr. Pareshnath; modified and improved it into a concrete treatment form bringing lucidity and user friendliness in homeopathy. He standardized the techniques and medicinal applications for particular ailments with fixed ingredients and doses for the treatment of various diseases.

Condensed Materia Medica – Revised Enlarged & Improved Ed.
Hering Constantine
Here are close to 209 remedies, somewhat of a preview of what Hering created with his Guiding Symptoms. The symptoms of each remedy are divided into 48 sections with cross-references and characteristic symptoms. Fore runner of Guiding Symptoms, this book was prepared with the help of Hering’s students Farrington and Korndoefer.
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Materia Medica
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COVID-19 Introductory Handbook in Homoeopathy
Sitaram Sharma & Bindu Sharma
- The book is an outstanding work accommodating latest information about coronavirus disease (COVID-19) and the disease management protocol prescribed by the Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) and the Department of Health and Family Welfare (Ministry of Health and Family Welfare). It has been prepared with utmost care and an attempt has been made to simplify the technical language and adopt a conversational and explanatory style in a lucid manner.
- The book includes all important multiple choice questions (MCQs) and other competitive examinations in homoeopathy.
- This book is a unique guide in the management of COVID-19 cases.
- It is the first book in the world to cover the subject of COVID-19 from a homoeopathic perspective.
- It provides a practical guide to health professionals, medical students, and the general public.
ISBN: 978-81-319-1553-0 | € 249 | 550 pp

Bedside Clinical Prescribing in Homoeopathy
Farokh Master
- The book provides the students a better insight into the remedies listed in homoeopathic medicine for various diseases based on the author’s vast experience of the last 30 years of practising classical homoeopathy.
- This book also enlightens the readers with the work of different masters of homoeopathy on the subject enriching their clinical tips.
- The chapters have been divided from head to toe including various systems of the human body.
- It consists of more than 500 clinical symptoms and conditions along with various remedies.
- A special chapter on tips related to plants and animals have also been added.
ISBN: 978-81-319-1923-1 | € 359 | 26.5 | 520 pp | PB

The Art of Case Taking and Interrogation including other Treasure Works
Peter Schmidt
- The great work on this case illustrations and a practical guide towards the principles of case taking repetition of dose.
- The book enlightens the reader about the practical aspects of clinical practice and thus helps in the proper treatment of the patient.
ISBN: 978-81-319-0244-8 | € 249 | 16.5 | 320 pp

Success Mantra for Successful Homoeopathic Prescribing
Dr V. Krishnaamurthy
- The book is an exact and accurate guide for the prescribers.
- The work is the compilation of the experience of the author which provide the reader a practical approach.
- The book enlightens the effect of homoeopathy in various diseases conditions such as diabetes, gout, sterility, etc.
ISBN: 978-81-319-3516-3 | € 345 | 30.95 | 624 pp | PB

Wonder World of Mother Tinctures in Homeopathy
Gorakh Master
- The book contains the most valuable prescriptions and experiences of the world-renowned homeopathic physicians who have gained laurels by using mother tinctures.
- There are special chapters such as instant instant and gynecology, etc.
ISBN: 978-81-319-4246-6 | € 249 | 16.5 | 336 pp

Clinical Observations of Children Remedies
Farokh J. Master
- Expertise of a stalwart based on clinical experience.
- Provides extracts from psychoanalysis of children, family, state of mind of mother during pregnancy, labour, lactation, etc.
- Discussion of seventy six remedies with an additional section on pictorial details.
ISBN: 978-81-319-0923-2 | € 600 | 40.50 | 54.50 | 776 pp | PB | BE
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A Manual of Pharmacodynamics
Richard Hughes
- This book is a combination of the three pillars of Homeopathy
- Such a vast information on drugs with their pathogenesis, sources, sphere of actions with their preparation, is very rarely available in a single book
- The purpose behind this work is not to understand drugs only but also the effects of the drugs on the healthy human being

ISBN: 978-81-319-1962-0 | ₹ 599 | € 39.95 | $ 53.95 | 976pp | PB | BER

Hair Problems Answered with Homeopathy
Dr Shivakumar K.
- A complete handbook of hair problems answered with homeopathy that covers the major hair disorders with general and homoeopathic management
- This book covers anatomy, physiology and biochemistry of hair, investigations, diagnosis of different types of alopecia and effective management of androgenetic alopecia, premature greyness, hirsutism, and evaluation of hair fall
- There are interesting sections like, cosmetic tips, latest developments in the field of trichology, syndromes that include hair abnormalities, interpretation of findings in alopecia and differential diagnosis of alopecia by investigations
- It details the homoeopathic therapeutics, miasmatic approach and a concise repertory abstract of various disorders related to hair that will be a great help and support to practitioners of homoeopathy.

ISBN: 978-81-319-3789-1 | ₹ 199 | € 13.50 | $ 17.95 | 224 pp

A Concise textbook of Obstetrics and Neonatology with Homeopathic Therapeutics
Dr Trupti Mangesh Deorukkar
- The book ‘A concise textbook of obstetrics and neonatology with homeopathic therapeutics’ covers all the topics from the basic principles of reproduction to diagnosis of pregnancy to antenatal care to the mechanism of normal and abnormal labour in a clear format
- The book also includes a section on neonatology constituting all the relevant topics for examination points as well as the obstetric cases encountered in day-to-day practice. It includes care of the newborn, neonatal examination and all the diseases the new born may suffer from. A special mention has also been made of the operations, the common procedures in obstetrics.
- An attempt has been made to include all the important homoeopathic therapeutics with a special clinical tip under each topic. Hence, the reader does not have to refer to different books while looking for homoeopathic management of any ailment related to obstetrics and neonatology.

ISBN: 978-81-319-6482-8 | ₹ 299 | € 19.95 | $ 26.95 | 420pp

Facial Analysis with Homeopathy
Grant Bentley
- Includes miasms, their definitions and their usage in the clinical practice facial features of different miasms with illustration and real picture
- Contains hundreds of photos and sketches with detailed parameters for use in the miasmatic analysis of faces
- This book is the complete guide to facial analysis and will allow homoeopathists from student to practitioner to make an accurate miasmatic diagnosis before a remedy is chosen
- Supports classical homoeopathic principles miasm, totality and repertorisation for every chronic illness

ISBN: 978-81-319-1825-5 | ₹ 449 | € 29.95 | $ 40.50 | 488pp | PB | BER

Clinical Tips of Stalwarts The Homopathic Physician’s Quick Prescriber
Kanodia K.D.
- A practitioner oriented publication meant to be kept handy at the clinic
- The author has given therapeutic indications on various clinical states encountered in daily practice, after a monumental labour of more than 24 years

ISBN: 978-81-319-0039-8 | ₹ 245 | € 16.50 | $ 22.50 | 324pp | PB | BER

Solved Multiple Choice Questions UPSC & MD Entrance Examination (Homeopathy) (Part 3)
Dr V.K. Chauhan
- Features a new subject i.e., General Knowledge question and answers
- Subject wise classification of questions for easy and systematic comprehension

ISBN: 978-81-319-4451-6 | ₹ 799 | € 53.50 | $ 72.50 | 728pp | PB

Solved Multiple Choice Questions UPSC & MD Entrance Examination (Homeopathy) – Second Edition (Part 1)
Dr V.K. Chauhan
- Updated edition with corrections and 550 new questions
- Contains multiple choice questions on all twelve subjects of homoeopathy which have been collected from previous year’s examination for the aspirants of UPSC and MD (Homeopathy) to help them crack their exams with minimum hassle
- The explanations and details for the correct choice of answer are mentioned along with the answer which saves the time of going back to the books and referring to the source
- Chapters on various organizations of homoeopathy in India, History of homoeopathy in India and Homoeopathic pharmacopoeia which are useful for the interviewees for UPSC and MD entrance examination

ISBN: 978-81-319-1166-2 | ₹ 799 | € 53.50 | $ 72.50 | 1136pp | PB | BER (Vol-I)

Group Study in Homoeopathic Materia Medica
Dr J. D. Patil
- Features of new groups in the Plant, Animal, and Mineral kingdom have been included.
- Nosodes and Sarcodies have been discussed.
- Features Bach flower remedies.
- Exciting and enriching knowledge of homoeopathic remedies has been explained group wise.
- Gist of each group encompassed in a concise yet comprehensive schematic diagram. Flow charts have been included so as to simplify the study

ISBN: 978-81-319-0170-0 | ₹ 349 | € 23.50 | $ 31.95 | 646pp | PB

An Update on Bowl Nosodes with Comparisons
Dr Chaturbhuj Nayak, Dr Debadatta Nayak and Dr Varanasi Roja
- Fortified with historical facts, direct clinical experiences of reputed clinicians, and latest research outcomes
- A much-needed Jaladhen to one’s consortium of books.
- An analytical comparison drawn between bowel nosodes and their related non-bowel medicines is the hallmark of this book.
- The elaborate profiles of polychrest bowel nosodes facilitate easier understanding of the drug pictures for prescribing purpose.

ISBN: 978-81-319-3240-0 | ₹ 249.00 | € 16.95 | $ 22.95 | 304pp | PB | BER

Symphony of Homoeopathy (2nd Edition)
Dr S.G. Biju
- The book is a call to each homoeopath to prepare their own protocols and bring forth a standard of treatment for practitioners across the globe
- Various sketches depict clinical approach towards the application of the temperaments and miasms in practice.
- Management of acute emergencies. It will make you more decisive as the number of medicines and drugs are restricted on the basis of its effectivenes.

ISBN: 978-81-319-3963-5 | ₹ 399 | € 26.95 | $ 36.50 | 586pp | PB

Allen’s Keynotes
H.C. Allen
- Reportorial Index based on Allen’s Keynotes has been incorporated in the latest edition
- All symptoms belonging to one organ or organs having a similar and related function, are grouped together, so as to facilitate a deeper understanding of pathogenesis of a drug and the genesis of a symptom
- Symptoms re-arranged and follow each other in a logical sequence, so that no symptom is lost to the reader even on casual reading
- Complete standard book on the homoeopathic materia medica has standardized abbreviations according to Symposion Repertory

ISBN: 978-81-319-0088-8 | ₹ 299 | € 19.95 | $ 26.95 | 568pp

Homeopathic Medical Repertory
Murphy Robin (3rd Edition)
- 74 chapters
- Modern terminology and diseases
- Consistent alphabetical formatting of the chapters, rubrics and sub rubrics
- 20,000 new rubrics
- More than 100000 new additions and updates
- Small and light weight book

ISBN: 978-81-319-0865-7 | ₹ 1499 | € 99.95 | $ 134.95 | 2432pp | HB | BER

Solved Multiple Choice Questions UPSC & MD Entrance Examination (Homeopathy) (Part 2)
Dr V.K. Chauhan
- Updated with more than 1000 new questions
- MCQs from the latest exams
- Indispensable tool for preparation for MD entrance exams and UPSC exams etc.
- The explanations and details for the correct choice of answer are mentioned along with the answer which saves the time of going back to the books and referring to the source

ISBN: 978-81-319-3257-6 | ₹ 799 | € 53.50 | $ 72.50 | 1112pp | PB | BER

Miasmatic Prescribing
Dr. Subrata Kumar Banerjee
- Aims at learning the art of miasmatic prescribing by incorporating the miasmatic diagnosis into the plan of treatment
- Helps in upgrading the underlying cause of the disease and nipping the bud of increased susceptibility to future diseases
- Divided into nine sections explaining the philosophy, utility, classification and weightage of miasmatic diagnosis

ISBN: 978-81-319-0943-0 | ₹ 425 | € 28.50 | $ 38.50 | 312pp | PB | BER
Prices are subject to change without notice. For latest prices visit www.bjainbooks.com

Lotus Materia Medica (Third Edition)
Robin Murphy

- The book contains vast information on drugs with their pathogenesis, sources and spheres of actions.
- Most complete book on Indian remedies, is very rarely available in a single book.
- Elaboration of rare remedies in homeopathy.

ISBN: 978-81-319-0859-4 | ₹ 1399 | € 93.50 | $ 125.95 | 2240pp | HB | BER

Homeopathy Heals
Dr Ron Harris

- The book is a clinical guide from the 80 years of experience of the author.
- The book explains potency, dosage and susceptibility of homeopathic remedies.
- Clinical hints and tips for practitioners.
- To avoid confusing abbreviations, names of the medicines are given in full, to make it easier for everyone to know exactly what remedy is being used.

ISBN: 978-81-319-4974-0 | ₹ 249 | € 16.95 | $ 22.95 | 232pp | PB

The Phenomenological Approach and The Concept of Facets in Homeopathy
Dr Rajagopal

- The concept of "facets" helps us understand that a symptom is facet of a person, but just as a gemstone has many facets, a homeopath must utilize many facets (or symptoms) of a patient to find a homeopathic medicine that will create a curative response.
- This book is a strategy that finds concurrent or combined symptoms that a person is experiencing to find a rubric in a repertory that will have a limited number of remedies, thereby enabling the homoeopath to zero in on the possible simillimum.

ISBN: 978-81-319-4446-8 | ₹ 349 | € 22.50 | $ 31.95

Principles & Practice of Homoeopathy
M. L. Dhawale, M.D.(BOM.)

- A self-Study Evolutionary Learning System for Principles and Practice of homeopathy
- Unique, masterly, Scientific presentation of Hahnemannian Homoeopathy as evolved by Boenninghausen, Kent, Close, Boger, Tyler and Roberts.
- Extensive presentation of Repertorization with Case-cenontrations.
- Presentation of Standardized Homoeopathic Practice with the S.C.R. System at the I.C.R.

ISBN: 978-81-319-3133-2 | ₹ 945 | € 36.50 | $ 49.50 | 736pp | PB | BER

The Therapeutics of Cancer
Clarke I.H.

- This book is an outcome of our efforts to preserve all the work done by the past masters on this subject and make them available to readers at one go.
- Each section begins with an introduction by me which is an effort to introduce the authors and their nature of work, to the reader in the simplest way possible.
- The books included in the compilation are: Therapeutics of Cancer by J. H. Clarke; Homoeopathic Treatment of Cancer by Fortier-Bernoville; Cancer articles by A.H. Grimmer; and R.T. Cooper’s Cancer and Cancer Symptoms.

ISBN: 978-81-319-1786-2 | ₹ 270 | € 16.95 | $ 22.95 | 206pp | PB | BER

Plain Talks on Materia Medica with Comparisons
Willard Ide Pierce

- This book gives a combined understanding of the Materia Medica and Repertory with comparisons.
- It also includes the preparation and the details of the proving of different drugs.
- It was arranged to be of assistance in clinical practice, so the symptoms have been sought for. Also, differentiation has been given at the symptoms at relevant places.
- Allen’s handbook used as a guide for the compilation of the content. In case of other additions, acknowledgment has been given at the end of each symptom so that the authority can be readily consulted.

ISBN: 978-81-319-6315-9 | ₹ 499 | € 33.50 | $ 45.50 | 1000pp

The Matrix & Tetractys in Homeopathy
Dr Mirjana Zivanov, Dr Stojan Primovic and Dr Andreas Kelemen

- The book explains the Matrix method in homeopathy, and the use of Tetractys model in everyday clinical practices.
- The Matrix method gives us the Chain of contents that a patient feels most intensely about in a sequence which helps in understanding the patient and his means.
- This is new and original approach to prescription of Simillimum, so opening of a new field in homeopathic prescription, and in homeopathic proving is what gives it a definite edge over others.

ISBN: 978-81-319-4931-3 | ₹ 249 | € 16.95 | $ 22.95 | 160pp | PB

Watchout Every Dose
Santharam

- This book compiles the scattered work into one place helping us to select the dose and the potency and become a master in the magical science of homeopathy.
- This book talks about the real insights into what all can happen if there is a wrong prescription of a homeopathic medicine.
- It’s a must read for all who call themselves as homepaths and for all who believe in homeopathy.

ISBN: 978-81-319-0727-6 | ₹ 129 | € 8.95 | $ 11.95 | 176pp | PB | BER

Augmented Clinical Synthesis
Schroyns, Frederik

- Integrating the major Repertory work of Boenninghausen and Bager (448,000 additional author references)
- Full integration of separate repertories such as Boericke and Phatak
- Vastly increased new information (115 new remedies, including many recent provings and 473 remedies with more than 50% new information)
- Standardized and simplified repertory structure

ISBN: 978-81-319-0065-6 | ₹ 1999 | 2088pp | HB | BEK

The Essential Synthesis
Schroyns, Frederik

- Kent’s Treasures; including 11,368 additions and corrections, plus 333 hand-written additions that Kent added to his personal copy of Hering’s Guiding Symptoms have been incorporated.
- A chapter of VETERINARY information: symptoms, remedies of veterinary origin and a list of veterinary concepts
- Built with strict criteria: (i) No theoretical approaches (ii) No dream or meditation provings
- (iii) No information that is not yet confirmed in the clinic


A Manual of Materia Medica, Therapeutics and Pharmacology with Clinical Index
Blackwood Alexander L.

- An all round informative book on homoeopathic materia medica, therapeutics and pharmacology, the author has beautifully integrated such important details as drug source, preparation, properties, action, symptomatology, and therapeutics in the most comprehensive of manners.


Kent’s Comparative Repertory of the Homoeopathic Materia Medica
Dr R. Dock/Dr G. Kokelenberg

- The book is a guide for selection of ‘The correct remedy’ as it details the differentiating features of each of the third grade remedy under the given rubric.
- The book well elucidates the most important section of the Kent’s repertory which is the ‘Mind’ section.
- This compilation provides a benefit of comparing the rubrics in Kent’s repertory with the similar ones under other repertories such as Boericke’s therapeutic pocket book, B.B.C.S, Barthel’s repertory etc.

ISBN: 978-81-319-3409-8 | ₹ 1000 | € 40.50 | $ 54.50 | 576pp

A Practical Handbook of Homoeopathic Immunisation
Dr Isaac Golden

- This book is a most comprehensive resource from the world authority on Homoeopathic immunisation, Dr Isaac Golden on the challenging topic of an alternative to vaccination, Homeoprophylaxis
- It details the theoretical and conceptual framework with the observable data to encourage practitioners/research authorities to perform more research into the long-term effects of conventional vaccines and the effectiveness of potential homeopathic alternatives
- Suggestive Homeoprophylaxis kit Instructions for Australian and Indian Subcontinent parents and practitioners for an informed decision


Opening the Secret Door with the Matrix & Tetractys in Homeopathy
Dr Mirjana Zivanov, Dr Stojan Primovic and Dr Andreas Kelemen

- This book, continues the Quest for Simillimum of Dr. Mirjana Zivanov and her team with the Matrix method, in the light of Tetractys.
- The new insights into the deep inner self of a patient, as well as into the nature of homeopathic remedies are presented, followed by a number of Case examples solved with the Matrix method.
- Getting deep into the patients unconscious with Matrix, gives us the contents - themes, with highest emotional charges, the ones that matter the most to the patient.

ISBN: 978-81-319-4392-0 | ₹ 399 | € 26.95 | $ 36.50 | 320pp | PB

Homoeopathic Catalogue 2021
Homoeopathic Catalogue 2021
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Materia Medica of the Nosodes Proving of the X-ray</td>
<td>Allen H.C.</td>
<td>5th Ed.</td>
<td>978-81-319-0286-8</td>
<td>$13.50</td>
<td>€9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diseases and Homeopathy: Therapeutics of the Skin</td>
<td>Ameke Wilhelm</td>
<td>2nd Ed.</td>
<td>978-81-319-0018-5</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
<td>€16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Encyclopaedia of Pure Materia Medica (12 Vols.)</td>
<td>Allen H.C.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New, Old and Forgotten Remedies</td>
<td>Anschutz E.P.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual Ills and Diseases – a Popular Manual Based on the Best Homeopathic Practice and Textbook</td>
<td>Anschutz E.P.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combating Fever (Fever of Unknown origin)</td>
<td>Arora Amit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.H.M.S. Student’s Guide to Practice of Medicine</td>
<td>Babu Nagendra G.</td>
<td>10th Ed.</td>
<td>978-81-319-0774-0</td>
<td>$11.50</td>
<td>€8.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensive Study of Organon</td>
<td>Babu Nagendra G.</td>
<td>3rd Ed.</td>
<td>978-81-319-0767-2</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>€18.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeopathic Case History Booklet</td>
<td>Babu Nagendra G.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pocket Medical Dictionary for Homeopath</td>
<td>Banerjee D.D.</td>
<td>2nd Ed.</td>
<td>978-81-319-0929-4</td>
<td>$26.95</td>
<td>€19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textbook of Homeopathic Pharmacy – 2nd Revised &amp; Augmented Ed. (According to CS/Chapter)</td>
<td>Banerjee D.D.</td>
<td>2nd Ed.</td>
<td>978-81-319-0381-2</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
<td>€25.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Materia Medica of some Important Nosodes</td>
<td>Banerjee D.D.</td>
<td>2nd Ed.</td>
<td>978-81-319-0534-4</td>
<td>$11.50</td>
<td>€8.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handbook of Materia Medica &amp; Hm. Therapeutics</td>
<td>Banerjee D.D.</td>
<td>2nd Ed.</td>
<td>978-81-319-0357-5</td>
<td>$40.50</td>
<td>€28.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeopathic Psychology-Personality Profiles of the Major Constitutional Remedies</td>
<td>Banerjee D.D.</td>
<td>2nd Ed.</td>
<td>978-81-319-0318-6</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
<td>€25.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bonsall, Allan

The Life & Letters of Samuel Hahnemann
ISBN: 978-81-319-0026-6
528pp | PB | BER
Price: ` 325.00
€ 23.95
$ 29.50

Borland Douglas M.

Treatise on the Effect of Coffee
ISBN: 978-81-319-0028-4
300pp | PB | BER
Price: ` 39.00
€ 2.95
$ 3.95

Breyfogle W.M.

Gold as Remedy in Disease
ISBN: 978-81-319-0768-7
160pp | PB | BER
Price: ` 75.00
€ 4.95
$ 6.50

Burnett J.C.

Diseases of the Spleen
ISBN: 978-81-319-0042-0
280pp | PB | BER
Price: ` 149.00
€ 9.95
$ 13.50

Burnett J.C.

Diseases of the Skin Their Constitutional Nature & Homoeopathic Cure
ISBN: 978-81-319-0042-0
280pp | PB | BER
Price: ` 149.00
€ 9.95
$ 13.50

Burnett J.C.

Fifty Reasons for Being a Homeopath - 6th Ed.
ISBN: 978-81-319-0953-7
728pp | PB | BER
Price: ` 79.00
€ 5.50
$ 7.50

Burnett J.C.

On Fistula and its Radical Cure by Medicines
ISBN: 978-81-319-0765-6
112pp | PB | BER
Price: ` 99.00
€ 6.95
$ 8.95

Burnett J.C.

Gout and its Cure
ISBN: 978-81-319-1790-9
184pp | PB | BER
Price: ` 125.00
€ 8.50
$ 11.50

Burnett J.C.

Homeopathic Guide to Stress - Safe & Effective Natural Way to Alleviate Physical & Emotional Stress
ISBN: 978-81-319-0334-6
416pp | PB | BER
Price: ` 299.00
€ 19.95
$ 26.95

Castro Miranda

Physiological Materia Medica (Containing all That is Known of the Physiological Action of Our Remedies together with their Characteristic Indications & Pharmacology)
ISBN: 978-81-319-0535-8
992pp | PB | BER
Price: ` 549.00
€ 36.95
$ 49.95

Burt W.H.

Useful Thought on Homoeo-Practice & Disease Terminology
ISBN: 81-7021-280-4
Book code: BC-3646
480pp | PB | BER
Price: ` 19.00
€ 1.50
$ 1.95

Chatterjee T.P.

Cancer - Latency Prevention and Cure Through Miasmatics
ISBN: 978-81-319-0119-7
96pp | PB | BER
Price: ` 79.00
€ 5.50
$ 7.50

Bradley F.J.

The Diseases of the Liver
ISBN: 978-81-319-1789-3
256pp | PB | BER
Price: ` 145.00
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<td>Stepping stones to Neurology</td>
<td></td>
<td>$199.00</td>
<td>81-7021-685-0</td>
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<td>Life of Christian Samuel of Hahnemann</td>
<td></td>
<td>$199.00</td>
<td>81-7021-1080-5</td>
</tr>
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<td>The Principles &amp; Practice of Homeopathy (Vols. 1 &amp; 2 Combined)</td>
<td></td>
<td>$199.00</td>
<td>81-319-0248-6</td>
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<td>Homeopathy at Home (Practice of Homeopathy at Home)</td>
<td></td>
<td>$199.00</td>
<td>81-319-3966-6</td>
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<td>*Defeat Menstrual Disorders with Homeopathy and Other Alternative Therapies</td>
<td></td>
<td>$199.00</td>
<td>81-319-0827-7</td>
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<td>Handbook of Physiology New</td>
<td></td>
<td>$199.00</td>
<td>81-319-0918-8</td>
</tr>
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<td>Mother Tinctures Therapeutics &amp; Materia Medica Read about 265 Mother Tinctures</td>
<td></td>
<td>$199.00</td>
<td>81-319-0385-8</td>
</tr>
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<td>Student’s Community Medicine — Preventive &amp; Social (Ques. &amp; Ans.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>$199.00</td>
<td>81-319-0022-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Pathology (Incluing Microbiology &amp; Parasitology in Ques. &amp; Ans. with Sample Papers for Homeopathic Students)</td>
<td></td>
<td>$199.00</td>
<td>81-319-0756-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Pathology (Incluing Microbiology &amp; Parasitology in Ques. &amp; Ans. with Sample Papers for Homeopathic Students)</td>
<td></td>
<td>$199.00</td>
<td>81-319-0091-8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>$ 19.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>*Materia Medica—A Modern Alphabetical and Practical Repertory (3rd</td>
<td>Murphy Robin</td>
<td>978-81-310-0859-7</td>
<td>€ 9.95</td>
<td>$ 13.50</td>
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<td>Expanded Works of Nash</td>
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<td>978-81-310-0782-6</td>
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<td>€ 19.95</td>
<td>$ 26.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A synopsis of Homeopathic Philosophy</td>
<td>Miller R.G.</td>
<td>978-81-310-0174-8</td>
<td>€ 25.00</td>
<td>$ 33.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All in One Homoeopathic Materia Medica</td>
<td>Mohanty N.</td>
<td>978-81-310-0243-1</td>
<td>€ 24.90</td>
<td>$ 33.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatric Disorders with Relevant Remedies—Anxiety, Fear &amp; Phobia</td>
<td>Mohanty N.</td>
<td>978-81-310-0307-4</td>
<td>€ 19.95</td>
<td>$ 26.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lotus Materia Medica—3rd Edition</td>
<td>Murphy Robin</td>
<td>978-81-310-3027-4</td>
<td>€ 9.95</td>
<td>$ 13.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeopathy’s Fundamentals and Index to Remedies</td>
<td>Muzumdar K.P.</td>
<td>978-81-310-0224-0</td>
<td>€ 29.95</td>
<td>$ 39.95</td>
<td></td>
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<td>Patil J.D.</td>
<td>978-81-319-3600-9 424pp</td>
<td>PB</td>
<td>BER</td>
<td>€ 26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vital Force is Oxygen - An Enlightening Research on Vital Force</td>
<td>Nikam Amarsingh</td>
<td>978-81-319-0824-2 300pp</td>
<td>PB</td>
<td>BER</td>
<td>€ 17.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target PG – Essential MCOs of all Homoeopathic Subjects</td>
<td>Patil J.D.</td>
<td>978-81-319-0388-9 552pp</td>
<td>PB</td>
<td>BER</td>
<td>€ 34.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</table>
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